FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

MESTECH Services announces ISO 9001 certification of its
Quality Management System
Pune, India - November 28, 2013 – MESTECH Services (MESTECH), a leading global supplier of
Manufacturing Operations Management (MOM) / Manufacturing Execution (MES) solutions,
announced today that its Quality Management System – MESTQ™ (MES Total Quality) is now ISO
9001-2008 certified. The certification covers all the core processes needed to deliver quality
solutions and services: Business Development, Project Initiation, Design & Development, Internal
Testing, Integration & Testing, Release, and Support.
Customer satisfaction is the core of MESTQ™. It is designed to deliver the highest quality solutions
and services on-time and within budget. Transparency and auditability is maintained throughout all
processes, starting from initial proposal stage through customer support phases.
“In a highly regulated industry such as life sciences, compliance is a key driver for all decisions
related to supplier selection. Very stringent quality standards and procedures are in place for
procuring products and services. It is imperative that supplier’s products and services adhere to the
strict guidelines and have been thoroughly validated. A well thought of Quality Management System
builds confidence in the supplier and can also help support successful closure of audits” – Mr. N.
Thyagarajan, Consultant – Life Sciences Industry.
MESTQ™ comprises of core business processes and key support processes which convert inputs to
value added outputs to achieve business objectives. These core business processes are integral to the
business functions of MESTECH. The effectiveness of these core processes is enhanced and
supplemented by support processes, which span across the entire organization. This in turn provides
a clear focus on the requirements that are critical for a business to be successful.
“At MESTECH, quality has always been an integral part of processes, solutions and services. As a
matter of fact, quality has been embraced across the organization as a way of life. Today, the
formalization of our expression of quality – MESTQ™ – is a significant milestone that communicates
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this commitment to all our external stakeholders.” – Mr. Yatin Sankholkar, Director of Life Sciences
at MESTECH.
“Our commitment to quality is not limited only to the regulated industry. Our methodology helps
customers in various industries like Automotive and Discrete unlock the unrealized value in their
business operations, and achieve increased revenues at significantly reduced operating costs.” –
Rodney Neal, Business Manager, NA at MESTECH.
Additional information on MESTQ™ is available at www.mestechservices.com
About MESTECH Services
MESTECH Services is a leading global supplier of Manufacturing Operations Management (MOM) /
Manufacturing Execution (MES) solutions. The company is a Recognized System Integrator with
Rockwell Automation and has extensive experience in applying Rockwell Software based solutions
in Automotive, General Discrete, and Life Sciences, Electronics and CPG industries. The company is
headquartered in Pune, India and has a North American office at Greenville, SC. For additional
information please visit www.mestechservices.com.
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